Role for direct electronic verification of pharmaceutical ingestion in pharmaceutical development.
Identifying a dosing regimen for recommended use is one of the more difficult tasks in pharmaceutical development and has major therapeutic and economic consequences. In the clinical phase of pharmaceutical development, pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) models are used to characterize the relationship between drug exposure and clinical outcome. When adherence to the prescribed drug dosage is known, true dose-response can be validly estimated, while non-compliance with the nominal prescribed dosage causes unintended variability in actual drug exposure and ensuing difficulty in determining dose-response. The purpose of this manuscript is to provide an overview of the important role that adherence plays in the interpretation of clinical studies for pharmaceutical development, to summarize the challenges in utilizing currently available tools for assessing adherence, to characterize the attributes of an ideal adherence marker, and to describe the utilization of a networked system having an ingestible sensor for direct confirmation of pharmaceutical utilization in drug development studies. The positive detection accuracy of this networked system when compared to direct ingestion is 99.3% [95%CI: 0.977, 0.999]. A direct measure of pharmaceutical utilization in pharmaceutical studies provides the means to examine the temporal patterns of drug response that are engendered by patients' actual dosing patterns, and to characterize more accurately exposure-response relationships. Materials and methods are available to accomplish these goals.